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Math Games: Fun!
from counting basics to high-school geometry
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[image: alt]Zero Spelling Activity
Use these handy printouts to practice spelling the numbers zero through ten. There are friendly number illustrations and the number of dashes show the number of letters in the correct answer. A fun  Continue …

[image: alt]Number One!
Have fun while learning when you use these great printable activity sheets. The happy illustrations will get even the grumpiest learner excited about numbers. Complete them together and fall in love  Continue …

[image: alt]Spelling the Number Two
To, two, or too? It can be confusing when you start learning how to spell. Here is an activity page that will help to practice the correct spelling of the number two. There are lots of other great  Continue …

[image: alt]Three Spelling Sheet
Math starts with numbers. Learning the basics of counting and spelling each number will help as they learn more and more. Open the doors to a great relationship with math by using fun printouts like  Continue …

[image: alt]Number Four Printout
Meet the number four. It enjoys being divided by two and has three factors; one, two, and four. But we get ahead of ourselves. This activity page is a great way to get a head start on spelling this  Continue …
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Five is both a word and a value. Help your child develop a solid foundation for math and language with these fun activities. Get friendly with each number as you print each PDF and share them with  Continue …

[image: alt]Spelling Activity for Six
Help your budding math genius learn all they can about numbers starting from the ground up. Practice both counting and spelling numbers with these cute activity sheets. Print out the available  Continue …

[image: alt]Seven Activity Sheet
Meet the whole group of numbers zero through ten. These activity sheets are great ways to practice counting and spelling. The fun numbers are in printable PDF format.
Click on the thumbnail to  Continue …

[image: alt]Spelling Eight
Eight is one of the more challenging numbers to spell. Help your youngster master this number by printing out this free PDF. Then work together to fill in the blank spaces and get practice spelling  Continue …

[image: alt]Activity for Nine
Practice spelling numbers with this fun activity sheet! There is a blank where the correct spelling goes with a hint as to how many letters there are in the word. Work together to complete each  Continue …
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